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DANCE EXPRESSION

Dance is a gateway, a message - a way of life.
Dance aims to express the dancer, the story they
tell and everything the dancer believes in and loves.
Be immersed, express your message, show your story.

If you plan to visit Melbourne and are a dancer or
wanting to begin learning, you are in the right place
and will be amongst many people who are the same
mindset and situation as you. A new, and willing
learner. Coming to Melbourne to dance is more
than just simply traveling, you are escaping your
reality, your current work lifestyle and entering
Melbourne which is open to you and open to
present to you the ideas of Street Dance.

MELBOURNE
A R E WE M I SSI NG SOMET HIN G?

The city of Melbourne is heavily expansive
through its many cultures. Cultures of beauty
such as food, fashion, the arts, and design.
Melbourne is a modern plateau, is known as
‘The Most Livable City in 2017’, it certainly has
its outstanding benefits being within its culture.
There is one outstanding secret piece that is
missing though, and it’s the connection of
movement, fluidity, and action. These traits
are strongly presented through the form of
dance, and Melbourne is slowly becoming
more immersed with the growing street
dance culture, day after another.
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HISTORY

Each style has its origins dating to different parts,
though popular styles such as breaking were evolved in
New York at around 1970 while popping came
from California in 1960.
Now, many studios take upon hip hop and street dance
and bring about these many styles unto the platter,
each with many unique moves, styles, and stories
to tell. Street dance has evolved to become more
than performances on the street, but performances
on stages and larger venues where they are seen
and respected for their talented skill.

Q U I C K
In case you don’t know, street dance is a term that has
been around and popularized since the early 1980’s.
Street dance is mainly developed outside a studio
setting and is set beyond regular dancing boundaries.
Most places street dance occurs are social areas
such as streets, clubs, and parks. Anywhere social.
Street dance had its first originated styles typically
associated with it. These were breaking, popping,
and locking. There are younger forms that originated
after and they are known as krumping and house,
aggressive and fluid styles.

T E R M S

BGIRLS:

POPPERS:

Breakdancing females.

A person who takes upon the Popping style.

BBOYS:

LOCKERS:

Breakdancing males.

A person who takes upon the Locking style.

BREAKERS
Generalized break dancers.
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CLASSES

For you.
To present the culture, there are studios ready to
present to you the necessary skills and talent to be
amongst the best of the best in the street dance scene.

25 Wangaratta St, Richmond VIC 3121

Most importantly, O2 Studios has and shares that
strangest passion for dance, fitness and doing it all
in a warm and inviting environment, an environment
that encourages the development of all levels of dance
styles and dancers.

O2 Studios
O2 Studios is a studio dedicated to dance of many
styles. O2 Studios’ biggest priority is to provide just
that to give lots of range for all dancers to choose
from. Dance Styles that O2 specialize in is Urban
to beginner Kpop and love to share their knowledge
to many new and upcoming dancers of Melbourne.
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LOCATION

O2 Studios is in Richmond, a beautiful area to
which dancers can relax within the town at the many
eateries nearby after dance sessions. Classes of O2 are
primarily around evenings to late nights. Weekends
have early afternoon classes which is very convenient.
Going to O2 is convenient for those who live outside
the city, but won’t limit new visitors entering Victoria
to visit O2 Studios as it’s a close train ride and walk
to the location. Going to O2 will provide you limitless
inspiration and knowledge towards dance, from
dancers experienced in the field for many years.
All is up to you and what you do with that knowledge.
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COMPETITIVE & LOCATION
Passion is very involved with the dance scene and aims
to provide you with the skills to develop yourself to
become the best you can be. Passion Studios is also
home to Rewind Dance Productions which have won
many Australian Competitions. Passion Studio is located
near Victoria Market, a great location for a shopping
get-together. If you’re from outside Victoria and are
interested in more from Melbourne, visit there too.

Level 1, 594 Elizabeth St Melbourne 3000

Passion Studio
Passion Studio is an established studio set right in the
heart of Melbourne City. Passion Studio has a strong
reputation within the dance community and caters
to many styles such as Hip Hop, Breakdance, House
and Popping while also embracing commercial dance
styles such as Urban Choreography and K-pop. Passion
Studio has many teachers willing to teach you the latest
trends to enjoy and have fun with.
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Passion classes begin mostly in the evenings till late at
night. Passion also have classes in the afternoon
on weekends which can be more convenient.

PRACTICE
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These studios have been suggested as great studios
that allow you to be involved with the continually rising
culture of Street Dance. These studios will teach and
provide you fun and confidence in yourself and your
development, especially if you are an aspiring dancer.
These studios are in Melbourne and just outside the city
for proper convenience, and overall - an adventure of
development and fun.

Before you go, some tips and recommendations.

— Choose a studio that’s closer to you and where you live.
After a session at the studio, you might feel tired and
sore. Reducing the stress on your body will allow you to
get home well and safe.

THE LOCATION // MAP

— Consider the pricing. Will you go to more than one
class? If so, consider getting a membership! If you enjoy
your studio, it would be worth the money.
— Try both studios or other studios you find and compare.
Which one do you like the most and want to invest more
time in? Do you want to go both and many more? The
choice is yours.
— Choose times that suit you, don’t force yourself to
attend a session when you can’t go to.
— Go with a friend, if you struggle at making friends, bring
a friend along to accompany you and get you both to
be familiar with the studio and the people!

O2 STUDIOS

PASSION STUDIO

25 Wangaratta St, Richmond
VIC 3121

Level 1, 594 Elizabeth St,
Melbourne VIC 3000

THE FUTURE IS ONLY GETTING BETTER.
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